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We are living through a time of huge change

The demand for electricity is constantly growing, while our natural 
resources become ever more scarce

To meet the needs of this changing world, ABB Electrification is 
dedicated to developing pioneering technologies that, from the 
substation to the point of consumption, create a safer, smarter, 
more sustainable electrical flow – for everyone

Our purpose
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~42,200 employees
$10.1 billion 
in revenue (2017)

Present in +100 countries

Manufacturing sites +190

Delivering more than 1.5 million 
products a day
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Overview

Electrification Products division

ABB has the complete sun-to-socket offering from a single source
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Electrification Products division
What we do

Enabling safer and smarter electricity flow from substation to the point of consumption
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Watch the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPi73h-gkJc
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Well positioned in attractive markets

Utilities Industry Transport & Infrastructure

Renewable electrification

Smart distribution

Electrical distribution

Power quality & reliability

Safety & protection 

Building electrification & automation

Transport electrification

Data centers

Delivering the broadest portfolio of low- and medium-voltage solutions in the industry;
connecting, protecting, distributing and managing electrical power
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... in the

first 3D printed office

Electrification Products are all around us
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You will find them…

Our technology supports some of the world’s largest, highest, and most extreme projects

... in the

fastest EV chargers

... in the

most efficient yachts

... in the

longest rail tunnel

... in the

most critical data centers

... in the

greenest projects

... in the

tallest building ... and on Mars
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Capabilities
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Adding value to our customers

Becoming the supplier of choice

Our customer focusService

Technical support

Training

Engineering 
software

Marketing support

The broadest global portfolio of electrical 
solutions to deliver reliability, productivity 
and efficiency

Pre-engineered, packaged solutions 
tailored to customers’ exacting 
requirements 

Tools and services to make it easier to do 
business with ABB
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Electrification Solutions Service
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Long-term commitment to maintain availability and reliability of power

Your need

Our global and local expertise to drive your business results

Rapid response

We guarantee fast and flexible response to 
maximize your equipment uptime

Performance improvement

We optimize connectivity, reliability and 
efficiency of your assets to increase speed 
and yield

Lifecycle management

We employ powerful tools and knowledge to 
optimize and extend your equipment life

Operational excellence

We together manage your assets, 
operations, and risk to deliver strategic 
business results
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Optimal customer experience 
with the platform and 
information to find and acquire 
products and services

EP Digital experience
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Overview

Sales | Marketing | Commerce | 
Customer service 

Business 
vision

Technology

Customers

ABB Connect
ABB Connect helps you to find product 
information and stay connected to the 
latest news and tools. It’s a digital assistant 
that enables customers to connect to the 
broadest range of electrification solutions 
in one place

Learn more:  https://go.abb/connect

Building information modeling
ABB BIM objects are just one click away. You can find them stored in our 
Download Center, together with the whole product documentation, or 
featured on selected third party repositories

Learn more: http://new.abb.com/low-voltage/building-information-modeling

ABB.com
Our ABB.com web presence is the portal 
to the wider world of ABB. Explore our full 
end to end offering, browse by segment 
and learn about our latest product and 
system updates with our dedicated 
Electrification homepage

Learn more:  https://go.abb/ep

abb.com

Related tools
Across our business we have a range of additional tools and applications to 
support our customers. From immersive 3D experiences for Home and Buildings to 
interactive demos and configurators, our related tools support a range of segments 
and industries

We offer the right tools 
for all customer types 

across the different 
industries

distributors

end-userscustomers

E-Configure
With e-Configure, customers can completely 
integrate the ordering process, selecting, 
configuring and ordering their products more 
quickly and simply

ETIM data 
Providing ETIM classified product data to 
ensure communication about products 
happens without misunderstandings

Common Business OnLine (cBOL)
Business Online provides a common 
customer interface with electronic 
integration and order entry to ABB 
business units. This solution is available 
to all business areas, and across all types 
of customers from channel partners to 
end-users

Learn more: 
https://bolservices.it.abb.com/CBOL/
default

cBol

https://go.abb/connect
http://new.abb.com/low-voltage/building-information-modeling
https://go.abb/ep
https://bolservices.it.abb.com/CBOL/default
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Introducing ABB AbilityTM
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ABB Ability TM offers devices, systems, solutions, services and a 
platform that enable our customers to know more, do more, do 
better, together

The offering includes more than 180 Industrial
Internet solutions

These digitally connected devices, systems and digital-enabling 
services are powered by an Industrial Internet technology 
platform and cloud infrastructure

The ABB AbilityTM platform leverages Microsoft Azure to provide an 
open, globally available, digital-industrial ecosystem for 
customers, partners, suppliers and developers

Know more, do more, do better, together
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Innovation in action: ABB-free@home in a sustainable development
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First energy self-sufficient multifamily house in the world

ABB-free@home and ABB solar equipment provide off-grid living with superior comfort
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Innovation in action: Compact modular switchgear for data centers
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MNS-Up application in the University Hospital, Basel

Compact, modular UPS and switchgear solution reduces the hospital’s data center footprint

Watch the video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sz-Cqrvwyjo
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Innovation in action: Delivering efficiencies for a water utility customer
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Part of the ABB Ability digital offering – Reducing total operating costs

Consorzio di Bonifica Veronese uses the ABB Ability Electrical Distribution Control System
cloud solution to manage full electrical system performance
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Innovation in action: Flexible cable protection solutions for Swiss tunnel
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ABB in the Gotthard tunnel – The longest and deepest railway tunnel in the world

A historic project – Part of ABB’s solution provides the ‘heart and lungs’ ensuring clean air and electrical power
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Innovation in action: Reliable power distribution for data centers
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ABB’s MNS and UniGear keep Norway’s leading data center provider running flawlessly

Low- and medium-voltage switchgear solutions delivering industry-leading efficiency and control
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Innovation in action: Expanding fast charging network for electric cars
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International supermarket chain Lidl invests in a major expansion of fast EV chargers

EU wide expansion of ABB’s Terra 53 multi-standard fast chargers at Lidl stores in Sweden in November 2016
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Innovation in action: ABB powers PV progress in Chile
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TRIO-50 string inverters on a photovoltaic power plant in Cuz near Illapel, Chile

2 photovoltaic plants with a total output of 6 MW. 
Chilean government sets the goal of increasing the share of power from renewable resources by up to 60% by 2035
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Innovation in action: Eco-efficient switchgear 
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SF6-free gas-insulated switchgear installed for the Netherlands’ largest utility company

AirPlus™ is a ground-breaking eco-efficient gas mixture with 99.99% lower global warming
potential than traditional insulation gases.
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Innovation in action: Powering electric buses
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ABB delivers the UK’s first OppCharge fast charger for a country-wide demo of Volvo’s e-bus

By 2020, 50% of all new European city buses will be electric
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Innovation in action: Keeping floodlights on at the Letzigrund Stadium
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Reliable power supply is the behind-the-scenes champion at one of Switzerland’s leading arenas

With a power usage of 4 megawatts (the equivalent power usage of about 1200 households), the stadium relies on 
ABB technology to efficiently manage its energy demand.
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Innovation in action: Empowering remote communities
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Reliable electricity access with MGS100

ABB’s integrated microgrid solution MGS100 makes affordable, safe, reliable electricity a reality 
by enabling solar power and battery energy storage.
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ABB FIA Formula E Championship
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New “ABB FIA Formula E Championship” brings together global 
leader in electric vehicle fast charging with world’s first fully 
electric international motorsport class

Pushing the frontier of the latest electrification and digital 
technologies

Raising awareness of electric vehicles as a realistic and desirable 
alternative to fossil fuel vehicles

ABB and Formula E partner to define roadmap of electric mobility
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Business units

Five business units – One strong division

Distribution Solutions Protection and Connection

Building ProductsInstallation Products

Solar
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Distribution solutions

ServiceModular Systems & Packaging

Control and Protection 
ProductsGas Insulated Switchgear

ANSI Air Insulated
MV + LV Switchgear

Air Insulated Switchgear
MV + LV (excluding ANSI)
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Protection and connection

Switches and FusegearBreakers and Enclosures Motor Starting & Safety

Power protectionConnection Service
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Building products

Building controlSmart Home Door Entry Systems

DIN-Rail productsIndustrial plugs & sockets Distribution enclosures

Light switches & socket 
outletsAccess control & security

Conventional Wiring 
Accessories

Electric vehicle (EV) chargers
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Electrification Products
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Installation products

Cable protection systemsWire & cable management Connectivity & grounding

Explosion protective 
equipment

Emergency lighting & battery 
systems Cable apparatus & accessories
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Solar

Solar




